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Abstract-There are many articles on symmetric tridiagonal Toeplitz and circulant systems. Such 
systems arise in areas including numerical methods for solving boundary value differential equations 
and in graph theory. These matrices can often be written as the product of bidiagonal matrices. 
In this article, nonsymmetric Toepliz systems and nonsymmetric circulant systems are examined. 
The coefficient matrix is split into two bidiagonal matrices and the efficient solution of the resulting 
systems is considered. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Large and sparse banded matrices have been examined in many articles. They arise naturally 
in applied science applications including boundary value problems [1,2], time series analysis [3], 
and graph theory eigenvalue problems [4]. The approximating method in [5] with its banded 
coefficient matrix arises from modeling a flow in a vertical cooling crystallizer. Another heat 
exchanger problem in [6] led to a model with a bidiagonal matrix as its coefficient matrix. In 
fact, bidiagonal systems were solved repeatedly in [6] to determine a least square estimate of the 
heat transfer coefficient. For the reduction of more general systems, the authors in [7] consider 
the efficient parallel reduction of a full matrix to bidiagonal form. 
Circulant linear systems are examined in [8,9]. Such systems arise with periodic boundary 
value problems [lo] and the approximation of periodic functions using splines [ll]. In the paper 
by Rojo [9], the matrices in the systems are circulant. Rojo perturbs the matrix so that it consists 
of a near Toeplitz symmetric matrix and a correction matrix. The idea is to use the Sherman- 
Morrison formula (see, for example, [12, p. 1131) to express the inverse of the perturbed matrix in 
terms of the inverse of the original matrix and the correction matrix. In particular, the paper by 
Rojo provides a way to determine a column vector for the correction process rather than calculate 
the entire inverse of a matrix. Yan and Chung [13] also consider a similarly perturbed system and 
show that, depending on how diagonally dominant the system is and what the accuracy demands 
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are, it is possible that only a few components of the vector may be required to obtain a numerically 
tolerable answer. The methods in both of these papers [9,13] are inherently sequential. 
The odd/even reduction method introduced in [14] can be used to parallel process the tridiag- 
onal system. A recent paper by McNally, Garey and Shaw [15] considered further perturbations 
of the Yan and Chung method [13] to allow for parallel processing of symmetric systems. Near 
symmetric systems are examined in [16] and another article by Garey and Shaw [17] presents a 
parallel algorithm for a more general Toeplitz linear system which includes the circulant case. 
This paper specifically addresses the situation involving nonsymmetric tridiagonal systems. In 
Section 2, the details of splitting the matrix will be provided and, in Section 3, correction terms 
are developed for the perturbation in light of the root structure of a characteristic polynomial. 
Section 4 contains a perturbation and correction term in connection with a circulant system and 
Section 5 considers an algorithm for parallel processing the perturbed system with its corrections. 
2. SPLITTING THE TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX 
In a 1980 paper [18], an eigenvalue boundary value ordinary differential equation was solved by 
splitting a symmetric pentadiagonal matrix into a product of two tridiagonal symmetric matrices. 
This is possible under certain conditions (see, [16, Theorem 11). In a similar fashion, it is 
possible to split a Toeplitz tridiagonal matrix into a product of two bidiagonal matrices. A’ 
near-Toeplitz bidiagonal system arises naturally using finite difference approximations in [6]. 
There, an experiment to monitor a heat exchanger is developed for the purpose of estimating 
the coefficient of heat exchange. A parallel method of solution for a system of this form is found 
in [19]. 
We consider a system 
Ax = b, (1) 
where A is a tridiagonal Toeplitz coefficient matrix defined by 
A= 
We assume that IQ] > ]p] + ]y]. S ince the matrices considered are diagonally dominant, Gaussian 
elimination could be used without pivoting. Here, and for purposes of solving the system, we 
attempt to express A as a product of two bidiagonal systems. Following the notation in [13], 
the idea is to efficiently split A into a product of two Toeplitz bidiagonal matrices. Factoring ,B 
from A, so that A = PA’, we look for bidiagonal matrices B and C satisfying A’ = BC and 
Comparing elements in A’ with elements in BC leads to (Y’ = ad where Q’ = o//3, dc = 1, y’ = ba 
where y’ = -y/P and a’ = bc + ad. From the first and last equations of these conditions, it follows 
that bc = 0, and hence, the system has no solution leading to a product of Toeplitz bidiagonal 
matrices. 
Let us perturb the system and write 
A’ = A” + E, (2) 
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where 
A” = 
To find a Toeplitz factorization of A” = BC, we must be able to solve 
(1) 
-6’ = ad, a’ = 2 
0’ (3) 
(2) 
1 = dc, 
(3) 
y’ = ba, 
(4 
a’ = bc + ad. 
From (1) and (4), -6’ = -!~+a’ and from (2) and (3)) bc = r//ad = y’/( 4’). Combining these 
two results and rearranging, we get 
( -,‘)2 - a’(4’) + y’ = 0. (4 
From (4), there are two choices for b’ which will provide us with a Toeplitz factorization of A” 
into the product of bidiagonal matrices. Choose 6’ to be the larger root in absolute value. 
Let a = -b’, c = 1, b = -y’/6’, and d = 1. This gives a solution for our system. Further, from 
equation (4), the term (6’)2 can be factored out and the equation takes the form 
(6’)+-a’(;)+,‘(~)2) =o, 
from which we see that the roots are the reciprocals of the roots of equation (4). 
We consider separately the cases y = p and y # p. For y = fi, A is a Toeplitz and symmetric 
matrix. As in [13], A” is tridiagonal with elements {l,o!, 1) and -6’ = s, the larger root in 
absolute value of z2 -I- c& + 1 = 0. Therefore, A” = BC, where 
(5) 
with TS = -1 and s - T- = o’. Since s satisfies ]s] > 1, then ]rJ < 1. In summary, B and C are 
diagonally dominant bidiagonal and Toeplitz matrices. 
For y # 0, we can write the characteristic equation as 
z2 + CY’Z + y’ = (dz + b)(cz + a), 
so that the roots are -b/d and -a/c. Here one root is greater than one and the other is less than 
one in absolute value. For simplicity, we continue to let T denote the smaller root and s denote 
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the larger root in absolute values. We close this section by presenting an alternate perturbation 
to the system. Working with A’ from equation (2), we write 
Matrices B and C are defined as before but here we determine the nonzero elements a, b, c, and d 
in these two Toeplitz and bidiagonal matrices by comparing elements in A” = CB. This gives 
rise to the same system (3). Note that the two bidiagonal systems are solved using backward 
substitution for the first system followed by forward substitution for the second system. The 
important change involves perturbing the lower right rather than the upper left element of A’. 
3. SOLVING THE PERTURBED SYSTEM 
System (1) has been perturbed and we consider solving 
A”x = b', bd!. 
Matrix A” can be factored to give A” = BC from which two bidiagonal systems need to be solved 
By = b', (7) 
Cx' = y. (8) 
Using forward substitution on (7) and backward substitution on (8), each can be solved in 3n 
operations plus an additional n operation to obtain b’ = b//3. However, for c and d in the split 
of the matrix in equation (l), we can select c = d = 1. This gives a total operation count of 5n. 
For the symmetric case and without perturbations, the total operation count is 8n using Crout’s 
method of solution to solve system (1). 
The solution x’ obtained from systems (7) and (8) satisfies A”x’ = b'. We will refer to this in 
Section 5 when further pertubations are considered to introduce a parallel algorithm for solution. 
For equation (2), we write 
A’x’ = A”x’ + Ex’. (9) 
Since /3A”x’ = b and Ax = b, we can substitute into (9) and rearrange to get the term in x on 
the left-hand side. Multiplying through by A-l gives us 
x = x’ - PA-IEx’. PO) 
For PEx’, we can write PEx’ = p(a’ + 6’)xiel, where ei = {l,O,. . . , O}T is an n-dimensional 
vector. The idea is to find a vector p such that Ap = ei or a multiple of ei. We consider 
separately the cases y = p and y # ,0 along with the root structure of equation (4). 
For y = /3, this was considered in [13]. In particular, the roots of ~~+(r’t+l = 0 are reciprocals. 
To develop a correction term, Yan and Chung [13] set 
p= {F,? ).‘., rt,o )...) O}T, 
where r is a root satisfying ]r] < 1. From this, we have 
Ap= {(yy+~~~,o,...,~~~-'+~~~,pr~,O,...,O}~ 
= {-/3r0,...r0,-~T~+l,/3T~,0,...,0}T 
= P(-el -rt+let +rtet+l). 
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In summary, rt -+ 0 as t increases and 
0 j Ap = -el - @let + rtet+l. 
Consider an approximate solution to the system of the form 
x = x’ - (a’ + 6’)x;p. 
Then 
Ax = Ax’ - /3(ci + b/)x’, 
(11) 
= ,t?A’x’ - ,!3(cy’ + 6’)~; (-el - rt+‘et + rtet+l) . 
Note that a’ is the sum of the roots of equation (4) so that T = S’ + Q’. Simplifying (11) gives us 
AX - b = /3rt+1xi(et+l - ret). 
Using sup-norms, 
IlAx - bll I IPI I~lt+11141~ 
LEMMA 1. Let k = (r/p. If A”x’ = b’, then ~~x’~/ 5 llb’ll/(l~l - 2). 
PROOF. See [13, Lemma 1, p. 2061. 
From Lemma 1 and equation (12)) we have 
(12) 
which can be used to estimate t for a given tolerance. 
Next we consider the case y # ,0. We examine first the correction term assuming r denotes the 
root of the characteristic equation which is less than one in absolute value. Following on from 
equations (9) and (lo), we seek a vector p such that Ap = el or a multiple of el. Let 
p= {r,r2 ,..., rt,O ,..., OjT. 
Then 
0 
5 Ap= {a’r+r2,0 ,..., O,y’rtml+a’rt,y’rt,O ,..., O}T 
with CY’ = cr/p and y’ = r/P. Using the characteristic polynomial, we can write 
Ap = {-y/,0,. . . ,O, -rt+‘,y’rt, 0,. . . , O}T 
Let 
x=x’-x;(Q’+b’) f p. 
0 Y 
(13) 
Multiply by A to get 
Ax = Ax’ - x#(ct’ + 6’) 
00 
$ $ AP 
= PA’x’ - ~$(a’ + 6’) (-y’el - rt+let + y’rtet+l) 
= b - @$((Y + S’) 
0 
6 (-@‘et + y’rtet+l) . 
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Rewriting this result, we have 
Ax - b = +~,.:(a + S’)# (et+,- ($)ret), 
and from this, 
Aa: - b = -,&rir’+’ (el+r- ($)et). (14 
From the roots of the equation, we can determine that ,8/r = dclab. Taking norms in (14) yields 
IlAz - bll I ll~‘ll Irlt+‘, (15) 
where we have used r = (a’ + 6’) and I(@-)/rl = /r/y’1 = Il/rll < 1. 
LEMMA 2. Assume lo’1 - 17’1 > 1. If A”z’ = b’, then ~~z’~~ 5 llb’jl/(lcx’j - ly’l - 1). 
PROOF. Denote the two zeros of z2 + cr’z + y’ by ri and r2 and without loss of generality, let 
16’1 = lrll = ma+lI, lr2l). 
Suppose llz’ll = Ix:1 for some i, 2 5 i 5 n - 1. Then 
c&r; = b: - y’z;_, - LC;+~. 
It follows that 
11o’~‘ll = lo:& I lb;/ + (Ir’l + I)ll~‘ll. 
Collecting terms in 1lz’ll, we get 
llb’ll 
llx’ll 5 (la/l _ lr’l - 1)’ 
For &r’II = 1~~1, we have b’x; = b’, - xh. Again taking sup-norms, 
IS’1 (lz’ll = I’%1 I lb;1 + Ix:1 = llb’ll + II~‘Il. 
As above, we collect terms in IIz’II to get 
llb’ll 
112’11 5 (l&l _ 1). 
(16) 
(17) 
Finally, for i = n, if IIx’II = I&l, then cr’x; = bk - y’xL._,. Again, we take norms, collect terms 
in 11x’ll and get 
llb’ll 
Wll 5 (la/l _ l,yl) * (18) 
We note that lo’1 - ly’l - 1 < lo’1 - 17’1. Consider 
I4 = lrl +r2l < b-11 + b-21 < b-11 + (r2rll = IQ+ 17’1. 
From this, we can write Ia’\ - ly’l < IS’1 and subtracting 1 from each side gives us 
Ia’1 - (7’1 - 1 < (6’1 - 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let Irl = min(lril, Irsl) < 1. Then 
Irlt+l llbll 
IlAx - bll 5 (l&l _ ly/J _ 1). 
PROOF. This result follows by substituting the inequality for x’ from (16) into equation (15) and 
noting that ,Bb’ = b. 
We note here that if Il/ril < Irzl, then it would be more efficient to apply the pertur- 
bation as suggested in system (6). This would result in the vector p being chosen as p = 
(0,. . . ,O, st, st-‘, . . . , .s}~, where s = l/ri. 
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4. CIRCULANT TOEPLITZ SYSTEMS 
Let G = /3G’ be a matrix with 
G is diagonally dominant for IcyI > Ip( + IyI. Let G” be defined as 
so that G’ = G” + H + E with 
In comparison to equation (2), G” = A” and G’ = A’ + H. Thus, a correction term to account 
for H could be added to the correction term developed in Section 3. Assume the roots of 
z2 + (Y’z. + y’ = 0 are ~1 and 7-s with Irr I > 1 and IQ I < 1. For simplicity, let T = ~2 and s = l/r1 . 
Let u and v be two n-dimensional vectors defined by 
u= {T,T2 )...) 9,O ,...) O}l 
and 
v= 0 ,...) O,S~,P-l,...) s} { 
T 
. 
Denote the solution of G”x = b’ by x’. Then we can write 
0 $ Gx' = G"x' + Hz' + Ex' 
= G”x’ + ((a’ + S/)x; + y’xk)el + x/l%, 
= b’ + p(((o’ + 6’)~; + y’z& +x’,%). 
Consider 
0 
$ Gu= {a’r+r2,0 ,..., O,y’~~--l+&~,y’r~,O ,..., OJ}~ 
and 
1 
0 P 
Gv = {y’s, 0, . . . ,O, st, a’st + st+‘, 0,. . . , 0, y’s2 + CE’s}~ . 
From (20), we can write 
’ 0 3 Gu= {-f,O ,..., o,-~~+~,y+-~,o ,..., o,T}~ 
= -y’el + r-en - rt+let + -y’rtet+l. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
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From (21), we have 
0 ; Gv={y's,O ,..., O,S~,-~'S~+~,O ..., O,-l}T 
= Y’sel - e, + ste,_t_I - Y’st-len-t. 
We remark that IsI < 1. Let 161 = max(lrl, IsI), we further observe that for /3u’ = u + TV and 
/Iv’ = su + v, we have 
0 j G(u + TV) = (rs - l)y’el - rt+’ et + y’?et+l + rste,4.1 - y’rst-len-t 
and 
0 
$ G(su + v) = (TS - l)e, - ST t+let + y’srtet+l + sten4_l - fst-len-t. 
Let 
x=x/- (&) ( 
(xi (a’ + 6’) + xLy’) ( ‘)u’+x;v’). 7 
Multiply (23) by G to get 
(23) 
Gx=PG’x’- (A) ((-$)(x;(~1’+6’)+zly’)G~‘+x;G~‘) 
=b- (A) ((‘x”~,;_6:!t:;ly”+x~(-s~t+1))et 
+ 
( 
(x’1(a’ + 0 + xk7’) + x; (Sy/rt) 
Y’ Wrt) > 
e 
t+1 
+ 
( 
(x:(a’ + S’) + 43) + z’1 (St) 
7’ (rst) 1 
en-t-l 
K(~‘+ 6’) +4) +x, (_ylst-l) 
y’ (-y’rst-1) 1 > > 
e _t 
n * 
Using sup-norms and collecting terms in ~‘1 and XL, gives us 
IFa:-bll I i&l l~ltlx:(~‘+a’)+x~r’+2: (;)I, 
lm2 + l-Y’l)ll~‘ll. 
Finally, since solving G”x = b’ is identical to solving the system A”z = b’, then Lemma 2 
provides us with a bound for 11x’ll. Thus, we have 
IIGX - bll 5 
I I 
(,,’ 1) 
llbll 
l~ltw + Ir’l) Clall _ Ir,l _ 1) * (24) 
Equation (24) along with an error tolerance can be used to determine the number of components 
in u and v that need to be corrected to provide a numerically acceptable result. The cost of this 
correction term is approximately 4t operations. This gives a total cost of 572 + 4t to solve the two 
bidiagonal systems with corrections. 
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5. A SPLIT-CORRECT ALGORITHM 
We restrict our attention to systems (7) and (8). S ince both have bidiagonal coefficient matri- 
ces, consider the n x n system 
where 
B= 
Bx=c, (25) 
For simplicity, we assume that n = 4k and proceed to develop an algorithm under the assumption 
that we have access to at least a four processor machine. Partition B with perturbations as follows: 
B = B’ + P where 
B’ = P= 
pz ( i p3 7 p4, 
where Bi, j = 1,2,3,4 are each k x k matrices of the form B and Pi, j = 2,3,4 each have the 
form 
Pj = 
Each of the four subsystems is given by 
BOX; = Cj, j = 1,2,3,4, (26) 
with cT = {cr , T cz,c,‘,cqT}. Similarly, let (x’)~ = {x~~,x~~,~$~,x&~}. We can now write 
Bx’ = B’x’ + Px’ 
and since B’x’ = c and Bx = c, we substitute for B’x’, rearrange the terms and multiply through 
by the inverse of B to obtain 
x = x’ - B-l(Px’) 
= x’ - dl3-l (&ek+l + xbke21e+l + x&a+l). 
For our system, r = -d/b and we assume 17-1 < 1. Here we look for vectors vj, j = 1,2,3 
satisfying Bvj = ejk+l, j = 1,2,3. For an approximate solution, let 
T 
Vj = O,...,O,l,T,...,Tt-l,O,...,O , j = 1,2,3. 
Multiplying vj, j = 1,2,3 by B, we obtain 
Bvj = {O,...,O,b,O,...,O,drt,O,...,O}T, j = 1,2,3 
= hjk+l +dejk+t+l. 
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Consider a solution for system (25) of the form 
Multiplying (27) by B gives 
3 
= 
Bx’ - d C&bejh+i - 
j=l 
cc- - ( > f rt k x$jk+t+l. j=l 
Take absolute values to obtain 
IPa: - 41 I ITIt % llx’ll .I I (28) 
(27) 
LEMMA 3. If B’x’ = c, then ~~x’~~ 5 llcll/(lbl - IdI). 
PROOF. The proof follows by examination of the cases and is completely analogous to the earlier 
Lemmas 1 and 2. 
From equation (28) and Lemma 3, we obtain 
IIBx - ‘11 5 b-It I;1 @~‘~‘~,I)- 
This inequality can be used to estimate t, the number of terms to be corrected given a tolerance T. 
In summary, for this efficient algorithm, the cost of solving the original problem by the Yan and 
Chung method [13] on a four processor computer is reduced to (5n + 2t)/4 for the noncirculant 
problem and (5n + 4t)/4 for the circulant problem. For large systems and a machine with more 
processors, further improvements follow by parallel processing the subsystems. The method is 
very dependent on the diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrix of the system. That is, 
when t, the number of components to be corrected exceeds the size of the subsystem, the method 
is not applicable. Table 1 provides feedback on the number of terms t to be corrected for a given 
desired accuracy in the result. 
Table 1 
I4 - Ir’l - 1 
1.001 
1.010 
1.050 
1.500 
2.000 
3.000 
t (10-Z)
10840 
857 I 141 11 5 2 
t (10-d) 
15448 20055 24663 
1320 1783 2245 
236 330 425 
22 34 45 
12 18 25 
7 11 15 
t (10-6) t (10-8) 
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